We know there’s a delicate balance. Too much inventory can mean too much tied-up capital. Too little inventory and the organization may have service and delivery problems. With companies under pressure to increase shareholder value, the stakes for doing that well are high.

Deloitte’s inventory analytics solution, Inveritas™, incorporates the methods and decades-long experience of Deloitte’s leading supply chain and manufacturing operations practice to help you monitor, analyze and act on your inventory needs.

Inveritas inventory analytics is designed to give rapid insight into exactly what inventory you need, why you need it, and how to make improvements.

Meet service levels and prevent inventory shortages by sharing on-demand insights
Capture lost sales by resolving service and availability problems
Fuel growth by taking cash out of inventory to invest in the business

We know there's a delicate balance.

Monitor
Track performance against company goals and receive alerts when your KPIs are off-target

Analyze
Pinpoint opportunities to optimize inventory through insight into why current levels exist

Act
Rapidly create and quantify plans, change behaviors, and mobilize opportunities for enhanced performance
Across 10 industry sectors, just a 10% reduction in Days on Hand could lead to more than $100B in savings.¹ What's your piece of that?

### Hit the curve to unlock rapid savings
Inveritas enables companies to rapidly identify and set the optimal level of inventory to meet target customer service levels by understanding where and why they have too much or too little. If you can't see the underlying drivers of inventory issues, it's often difficult to hit the curve (stuck in position A).

### Then, shift the curve to enable sustained long-term inventory excellence
Once companies hit the curve (position B), they can begin to shift the curve by improving the factors underlying factors that drive needed inventory, like demand accuracy, lead-times, and production and shipping frequency. Inveritas provides insight into these underlying inventory drivers, and rapid quantification associated with driver improvement—which is key to freeing up capital, increasing customer service levels, and improving shareholder value (position C).

Our clients are unlocking the value

**A $10B+ life sciences company**
Identified $100M in excess inventory using Inveritas to conduct a detailed inventory diagnostic.

**A global food and beverage company**
Identified nearly $125M in excess inventory, finding $5M in quick-win reduction opportunities using Inveritas.

“Inveritas isn’t just an analytics and visualization tool; its power is in embedding the collective brain power and wisdom from over 20 years of solving the hardest and most complex inventory problems.”

¹ Deloitte cross-industry analysis, including Agriculture, Alcoholic Beverages, Apparel, BioTech, Food, Beverages, Medical Equipment, Household, and Pharma sectors, based on Capital IQ data.
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Start the conversation

Contact inveritas@deloitte.com visit us at www.deloitte.com/us/inveritas for more information.
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